
xakk - new jordans 2017 Release

Chinese shoes network July 28 hearing, filed Reebok classic shoes would have to mention Workout and Freestyle, happened two
pairs of shoes this year are celebrating their "anniversary", in addition to constantly heap limits and joint funds It won the audience in
the eye and, in the autumn and winter this year also return to the classic, introduced retro version of the classic series, let the public
see the Reebok sneaker style that year. 
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Related news
Nike LeBron 9 "2012 Apocalypse" personal customized version Pictures 2013-12-08 22:39:59
Today, we bring this pair from the hands of Mache Nike LeBron 9 "2012 Apocalypse" personal customized version of the shoes for
you. Custom Master Mache to Mayan prophecy for design inspiration, carefully created this Nike LeBron 9 "2012 Apocalypse"
customized version of the new products, shoes with dark color aspects of the overall color tone, showing a gray day after the
destruction of Earth secretly and Shanbengdelie messy scene, but also it shows a school of thunder and lightning scene on the
tongue. Maya were printed on both sides of the toe circular logo and the words "2012".
Adidas sports players to launch new ZX 750 new color design
2014-02-07 09:56:47 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: hypebeast] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network February 7 hearing, adidas has recently re-new ZX series of sports shoes to play. Expensive for the flagship
brand campaign this year, the authorities released a ZX 750 overwhelmed on new color design, designer shoes in classic black and
gray were added two color as the main theme, and the use of suede and mesh constitution shoes, classic shoes with fresh elements
make present again in front of everyone. (Media Partner: clothing with) 
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Related news
givenchy this French luxury brand, has launched the latest color series Tyson Givenchy shoes, and was named "Jordan". As the name
suggests, this creation inspired by Chanticleer NBA star Michael & middot; Jordan (Michael Jordan) classic shoes air jordan 1
(Jordan 1 generation). Respectively, to create a 3 sneakers, black and white color was red, red is dominant. Black and white red
color, black is dominant. And some all-white color. With the classic elements of the upper pentagram on absolutely cutting-edge
fashion products, overwhelmed series 2014 autumn and winter clothing line with the market, interested friends may pay more
attention to the follow-up reports PKPOP!
SUPREME this from New York street brand Chanticleer, with famous skateboard brand vans, both keen to skateboard street culture
brand, basically every quarter will conduct joint cooperation planning to launch the shoes of a single product, make love on the streets
friend to have more new options. The fan selected joint shoes was born in the late 1980s, Native American blueprint for the design,
quality suede shoe body composition, with a white car suture embellishment, were introduced green, navy blue, purplish red, black,
four Color for your choice. This time the shoe will be on sale beginning September 4 at its official store, interested friends do not miss
yo. ;
TIMAI this footwear brand for many domestic friends will be relatively unfamiliar, from the Japanese fashion apparel brand
MADFOOT! TAKASHI main reason people Imai led, gradually became known TIMAI released several high-quality single product.
Recently, the brand issued 2015 latest autumn and winter shoes "Kanto" Chukka Boot. This in addition to the tough desert boots and
waterproof suede mixed cladding, equipped with all-black color, is also covered in the ankle to woven cashmere fabrics liter thermal
effects, is an excellent choice winter outdoor sports. It is reported that the sale of shoes shelves now, priced at 15,800 yen, and
interested friends may wish to start.
Players skate sports gene injected, Nike Sportswear 2011 autumn and winter new Hachi'Fleece '
2011-09-06 11:04:48 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: sneakerfreaker] Print ; Close 

; ; ; Chinese shoes network Sept. 6 hearing, Nike Sportswear recently launched a new luxury shoes and equipment to the top with
suede leather build, were dealing with slightly dim color actually bring that element of classic Nike running shoe outsole combined
with vulc up, thick rubber sole is somewhat similar to SB series of design, Nike Sportswear shoes still relatively few unique models. 



Related news
visvim always do best design quality and fine shoes, and learn from the major brands of well-known footwear, and then their own
unique way and caused the tribute to be improved. Visvim recently issued a 2105 summer newest shoes LOGAN LO, familiar friends
skateboarding shoes will certainly see the shadow of Vans Old Skool. Furthermore, the pursuit of high-quality brand of fabric never
stop, shoes with dark blue and plain as the main colors, equipped with sheepskin shoes modified material sawtooth pattern edge,
with a fine suture technology, so simple and yet the overall classic charm. It is reported that online store brand shoes will be on sale
very soon, so stay tuned.
Air Jordan 9 "Cool Grey" exposure and commercial real pictures Information 2013-12-08 22:37:58
Earlier we have reported the Air Jordan 9 "Cool Grey" is about to re-engraved message, the network recently exposed the engraved
version of the Air Jordan 9 "Cool Grey" physical picture and commercial information. For the love of a friend Air Jordan 9, this is a no
better news for the Air Jordan series, popular cool gray color is on behalf of the re-launch of shoes engraved products that will make
great friends excited. Let us look forward to it to come. 
Air Jordan 9 "Cool Grey" 
Number: 302370-015

expected release date: 12/15/12

expected sale price: $ 160
;
Ewing 33 Hi-color diagram Tour & amp; available information 2013-12-08 22:25:22
Earlier we had Ewing 33 Hi Soon will be engraved on sale this year, will now be available for sale this pair of retro shoes shop, one of
Kith NYC gives us a lead of two commercially available color red suede version and the New York home color version of the image. In
addition to shoes full of retro flavor itself has outside the shoebox is a highlight dunk Patrick Ewing's image printed on top of the
shoebox lid, shoebox same overall feeling very retro. An offer price of $ 100, these two colors will be officially the first to debut Aug.
31. Like a lot of friends you had better pay attention.
Chinese shoes Network October 18 hearing, talking about the Nike LeBron X presumably you first thought is that the Chinese version
of the color just a short time before the sale, and even I have personally LeBron James on foot, and shows its how the enormous
influence. But it is no wonder, star effect want is extraordinary. And in recent days Nike is accelerating the rate of innovation, a pair
called "Cork" new color of the LeBron X coming soon, can be translated literally from the cork, but to see the overall effect, I
personally would think that it VINTAGE has a rich taste, plus Nike Sportswear for James wearing a specially designed to take shape,
it looks very image.
Players adidas sports cooperation Missy E series FLY HOOPS MID silver shoes and Missy Elliott
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; ; ; Chinese shoes network on January 30 hearing, Missy E series adidas cooperation with the American hip-hop days, Missy Elliott,
this time published a new 2010 Spring MISSY E: FLY HOOPS MID metallic color silver shoes. Ornate details of construction there by
the rivets include a patchwork of three adidas sign slashes, there are personal identification pattern tongue and toe gorgeous silvery
scales. 

Related news
Founded in classic American footwear brand KangaROOS 20 1970s, after a long period of hibernation strong recovery last year,
and for its classic shoes Coil R1 and Rage introduced a variety of new color. This time the brand's another historic Future shoes also
re-return, bring this rather texture of Dark Olive / Rust / Sand color. In the full flavor of retro shoes outline, combined with the use of
dark olive green suede shoes mesh material composition, and rust-colored leather elements, as well as the kangaroo logo adorn the
upper desert colors, equipped with comfortable running sole final rendering. Interested friends to pay more attention to follow-up
reports PKPOP yo.
If you are faithful visvim shoe fans, then the next news surely will make you very excited, because the brand decided once again this
winter as a public offer fans had 2009 launch of the popular shoes CANOE MOC MID -FOLK. Moccasin Chukka combines two
unique shoes with the director, this new total of five kinds of color, strict selection made from vegetable tanned leather and suede
shoes, superior texture, on foot comfort, coupled with the use of stitching design, the overall Mature unique yet casual sense,
suggested retail price of & yen; 52,000 yen (about HK $ 4,698), who are interested to start with friends, please log visvim official
website browse to buy. 
;
Leopard fashion in recent years, iconic design, various fashion brands have launched a flagship series of a single product leopard



pattern. Recently, the French fashion brand Yves Saint Laurent has introduced a leopard pattern primarily of a single product, Malibu
leopard high-top sneakers. The new upper surface covered with a short-haired leopard leather uppers at the black hair with white
rubber soles, while the streets full of flavor and add some ������. Now this high-top sneakers Leopard has been officially on sale,
which sells for 725 dollars (about 4570 yuan), friends who are interested can go to the official website to buy SSENSE, leopard who
seize control of it.
New York Fashion Zhou Zheng ocean full swing, fashion celebrities gathered in the Big Apple, while Moschino just issued the 2015
autumn and winter series of costumes, Jeremy Scott brand creative director at fashion week also released in advance ; 2016
��spring and summer clothing single product. Men's series single product is still overwhelmed by the issue of color flowers, clothing
using Slim cut arranged to Jeremy Scott specializes in mixed colors and cartoon style building, full of 1990s retro style, adding retro
elements add to the sense of fun costumes. It is reported that the series will be on sale at the beginning of years, please note that the
latest news.
earlier reported, visvim HAVEN shop in Toronto held a preview of spring quarter 2016 exhibition, showing a single product which, of
course, concern the latest FBT footwear, recently the series has finally unveiled. Among the main reason for this village of the new
century FBT put on a new style of shoe soles, Vibram still providing adequate technical support, the bottom part into a new material,
the outer and the inner details of the changes can be seen on the toe Use both sides of the reinforcement cross embroidery, shoe
leather texture seems once again improved, and once served four new colors for you fans to buy, so stay tuned official commercially
available in 2016.
[Chinese shoes Network - With the new equipment NBA playoffs continue approaching, Nike Basketball earlier released the 2014
Elite series of basketball shoes, in addition to the launch of the first wave of "Team" do not note outside the series, this Fan brings
new "Hero" do not note series. The series is still in its three star LeBron James, Kobe Bryant and Kevin Durant's signature style
shoes based, and draw inspiration from superhero comics story, to create a LeBron 11 Elite "Laser Crimson" color, KD VI Elite "
Turbo Green "color, as well as Kobe 9 Elite" Wolf Grey "color, giving three shoes with new vitality. (Media Partner: shoe image) 
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;
[Chinese shoes Network - when the new equipment] should have been appeared in the ACG shoes DUNK series which recently
launched a new Nike DUNK HI WINTER, this ordinary DUNK DUNK HI far, transformed into a tough outdoor shoes. 

shoes are designed with classic DUNK HI modeled, but joined the outdoor boots unique cylindrical metal buckle and laces, for this
pair DUNK adding a lot of rough elements, while mixing leather and canvas not only to strengthen the shoes with texture, but also
increased the wearing comfort. The most special is actually the sole use of Free outsole similar hot SFB Chukka previously used, so
that once again raise the degree of tough shoes.
New sneakers exposure LI-NING signing Wade 2013-12-08 22:36:13 Today, Wade in the new season to Gaiqian other sports brand
on the network news has become the focus of everyone's attention, after the Chinese brand has been revealed Li Ning is about to
sign Wade, but Wade's latest signature shoe also spy on the network exposure, while signing Wade and Li Ning amount we do not
know, but this contract would have been to Wade retired, but also enough, perhaps eventually moved Wade, is retired, Wade will get
a stake in Li Ning Company, which is also Nike and adidas can not give. Wade's new shoes sells for $ 130, while Dwyane Wade's
signature equipment and clothing will follow.
Players adidas Originals campaign launched a new color adiracer shoes
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